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Note on

E

Iements

As more teachers and thenapists devote thein attention to the development of
behavional elements (e.g., Wave, Aim, Tap, Squeeze, Rub, Shake, Twist), the
pool of curriculum ideas and practice matenials will increase. lt's important to
see these elements as building-blocks rather than as isolated bits of behavior.
Considen each of the elements as a class of behavions that includes a vaniety of
diffenent movement cycles. ltts clear, fon example, that Squeeze (or Grasp.Sslease) contains many different kinds of gnasping movements, each of which can be
pnacticed and measuned. To a lange degree these different forms of movement are
defined by vanious qualities of materials and their physical nelationships with the
behaver. As we begin to combine elementsr €.g., Wave'Aim, the possible fonms
multiply
measunement, instruction and practice fon allforms of the elements and their combinations. But it is useful to consider the range of possibilities when deciding upon the next step in a sequence after a student has neached the aim on an element or when considering remedial strategies. For instance, repeated object exchanging between manager and behaven
is one way of wonking on Grasp. Release that affonds a high degree of control ,
suppont and personal contact. After reaching a perfonmance standard for this
movement, the next step might involve briefly placing the object on a table top between each exchange, on placing and neleasing a senies of objects received fnom
the manager into a containen. The size and type of the object, the nange of motion involved, and the ultimate application of the movement (".g., self-feeding,
sorting, dressing) will influence your choice of the next fonm or combination of
fonms to be taught, measured and pnacticed. You should also nemember that itrs
possible to practice a variety of diffenent, but nelated, elementary movements
simultaneously, and to create practice opportunities throughout the day (e.g.,
See/Tap red dots while being lined up to leave the noom.)
I

t is obviously not necessary to arnange

